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Letter 485
I Wasn’t The Only One
That Satan Screwed Over At (G6),
Just The Last One.
2016-06-25
Dear Dan,
Please see quotes below. The incident being described occurred in (REDACTED), (REDACTED) before
the time that I was getting toyed with, and murdered by, the Devil.
FROM: http://www.(REDACTED)
But that’s how (REDACTED) broke his back and nearly severed his spinal cord, leaving him, (REDACTED),
paralyzed (REDACTED).
“I don’t hold a grudge,” (REDACTED)“It’s clear to me that this was a systems problem.”
Medical errors are the third leading cause of death in the U.S. — exceeded only by heart disease and cancer
— according to a recent analysis by surgeons at Johns Hopkins Medicine in Baltimore.
Poor communication and missed diagnosis caused (REDACTED) injury, but the situation was exacerbated
***by doctors and care providers who blamed each other*** for the mistakes, said lawyers with
(REDACTED) Law Firm, which represented him.
(NOTE: Sound familiar? Enter the Accuser.)
“Nobody took ownership of his care,” said lawyer (REDACTED).
(NOTE: “Uday & Qusay” here at work - APATHY)
During four emergency-room visits over two weeks, at least six members of (G6) staff ignored (REDACTED)
warnings that he had suffered a spinal fracture, his lawyers said.
Although the Qirst ER doctor gave an initial diagnosis of a probable lumbar or thoracic fracture, that doctor
didn’t enter his notes into the medical record for Qive days, and others told conQlicting stories about the
instructions given. (REDACTED) was repeatedly evaluated, “assured there was no fracture and sent home
with pain medications,” according to the complaint Qiled in (REDACTED) Court.
“Every kind of medical communication error you can make occurred,” said (REDACTED) a lawyer with
(REDACTED).
On May 25, 2013, (REDACTED) made his fourth visit to the (REDACTED). He was in excruciating pain, he
recalled, and had lost control of his bowels. When he developed tingling around his waist and upper legs, he
became even more worried.
(REDACTED) doesn’t remember what he calls “the catastrophic moment.” He only recalls “yelling in pain” as
technicians positioned him for the MRI that Qinally conQirmed the fracture. As they moved him, (REDACTED)
went limp, losing all neurological function below his eighth and ninth thoracic vertebrae, or from about the
level of his chest. He was transferred immediately to (REDACTED).
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“I went into the ER and while I was there, my back broke,” de los Reyes said.
SEE ALSO: http://www. (REDACTED)
I know by the Lord that Satan took every advantage of human weakness in this situation, and played it to
its fullest.
There is a policy that one can aind in the Scripture. It is the policy that states that God will allow sin to
progress to a certain point, then He steps in to put a stop to it. See Genesis 15:16, 18:20-21, Rev 15:1. I
guess my ongoing resistance to Hell at (G6) was the last straw. Just coincidentally it was also the start of
the end of an old day.
But there is another aspect to this story. The same God that put a stop to the sin and presence of Satan at
(G6), is the same God Who brought in His Kingdom administration through angel Gabriel. The following
quotes I think might serve to demonstrate this.
He returned to work at (REDACTED) within three months, even as he began to pursue legal action against
(REDACTED). It was there, back in his professional element, that (REDACTED) realized he could use his
skills and philosophy to help prevent medical mistakes from harming others.
“In the design world, when we see a problem, we analyze those problems deeply,” (REDACTED) said. “I saw
this as an opportunity to innovate.”
Aided by his lawyers, he refused to keep terms of the agreement secret and demanded that the hospital
investigate and evaluate the circumstances that led to his injury — with his participation. Within days of
signing the settlement, (REDACTED) met with (REDACTED).
(NOTE: This was brought about by Jesus through angel Gabriel’s personal involvement in the
negotiations).
Last month, (REDACTED) was invited to join (REDACTED), which (…) said is a formal and ongoing way to
inQluence the process. Hospital ofQicials also have taken new steps to improve communication through
electronic health-record alerts, double layers of radiology reviews and new processes to review challenging
cases. This week, he met with (REDACTED) chief medical ofQicer, to discuss ways to apply (REDACTED)
technical design skills to analyze and improve clinical practice.
(REDACTED) doesn’t know yet what changes would help prevent similar injuries. Experts who focus on
mistakes caused by miscommunication have found that taking speciQic steps to improve handoffs among care
providers reduced such errors by 23 percent, according to a 2014 study in The New England Journal of
Medicine.
“I envision understanding what really happened and what broke down,” (REDACTED). Eventually, he hopes
to discover tools and processes that can improve communication — then share his Qindings so others can
learn, too.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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